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Abstract

No transformational theory could have been proposed before clear definitions were derived for the concepts of form and
function. The maturation of these concepts followed the slow discovery of the rules that underlie the structural and functional
basis of living beings. This question raises apparent contradictions that were overcome, but still left some pitfalls for evolutionary
biology. The main one is the remnants of teleology in the heart of the adaptation concept, necessary to recognize the effects of
natural selection. Functional Morphology has the hard task to navigate through these difficulties. To cite this article: J.-P. Gasc,
C. R. Palevol 5 (2006).
© 2006 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.

Résumé

Forme, fonction, transformation. Il n’a pas été possible de proposer une véritable théorie de la transformation des espèces
vivantes, avant que des définitions claires des concepts de forme et de fonction aient été avancées. La maturation de ces concepts a
suivi la découverte progressive des règles de l’organisation des êtres vivants. Ces questions ont soulevé plusieurs contradictions
apparentes qui durent être surmontées, mais ont laissé des pièges, face à l’avancée de la biologie évolutive. Le plus important est
représenté par le reste de téléologie qui subsiste au sein du concept d’adaptation, pourtant nécessaire à la reconnaissance des effets
de la sélection naturelle. La morphologie fonctionnelle a le difficile devoir de naviguer au milieu de ces difficultés. Pour citer cet
article : J.-P. Gasc, C. R. Palevol 5 (2006).
© 2006 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction: historical background
and definitions

The question addressed by the relations between
form and function and their conflict with the transfor-
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mational view of evolution lies at the heart of biology.
As a first step, we can look at the way these terms were
and are still understood. It is obvious from the common
sense that the external world is populated by forms and
that the way to know this world is to look at their di-
versity. However, the perception as well as the interpre-
tation of any form is not neutral. The most ancient fig-
ures drawn on cave walls illustrated animals and
humans in action. They show specific individuals that
y Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.
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can be recognized, but above all they describe situa-
tions that are most probably associated with a func-
tional meaning at the social level that we can only infer
through statistical and comparative analysis by archae-
ozoologists. Sometimes, stereotyped forms became ob-
jects that have lost most attributes of the original model.
Then, their interpretation is more conjectural and re-
quires analogical comparison with similar objects in re-
cent cultures. This is the case of most anthropomorph
figures from Palaeolithic ages (so-called ‘Venus’), as
well as the ‘Zemis trigonoliths’ of the Tainos Indians
that were decimated during the conquest of the West
Indies. History of pictographic writing exhibits a simi-
lar pathway that led from figurative representation of
the real world to signs or even sounds. This process is
well documented for Mesopotamian ancient cultures,
because correspondence with languages still spoken in
the region could be disclosed.

The ancient Greek texts, which came to us in the
11th century through Arabic translations, provide docu-
ments that surely have a more remote origin in the
neighbouring cultures of Mesopotamia and Egypt. In
them, form appears as a concept detached from any
object. This is probably the result of the extensive use
of geometry in those cultures based on the use of land.
To measure cultivated fields, and to assess the amount
of crops produced, mathematical tools were needed.
The empirical practices of land survey and mapping
lead us to think that forms may exist without any con-
crete support. We can play with those entities without
any reference to the real outlines of a specified field
geometry was thus born. This led to the idealistic con-
cept of ‘form–idea’. The real outlines, the shapes of
things that we perceive, are only shadows cast on Pla-
to’s cave walls. The catalogue of the limited number of
ideal forms is known only by the divinity; we can only
perceive distorted images of these forms in our sensible
world. All through history and even beyond the thresh-
old of the rise of modern science, this conception has
had a great influence.

In Aristotle’s (385–322 BC) writings, which had a
huge impact on occidental thought for more than
twenty centuries, form takes a quite different meaning.
Forms exist only because they serve aims (final causes).
Forms are organisation of matter that is justified by
their function. Form is pre-eminent face to matter, not
because it reflects the world of ideas as thought Plato,
but because the essence of form lies in its function, and
within the whole body organs are instruments situated
in relation to a specified aim: “En effet, les animaux
possèdent des caractères communs, tantôt selon l’ana-
logie, tantôt selon le genre, tantôt selon l’espèce. Ainsi
donc pour toutes les fonctions qui sont subordonnées à
d’autres, il est évident que les organes auxquels corre-
spondent ces fonctions sont dans le même rapport que
ces fonctions elles-mêmes. De même, si certaines fonc-
tions sont antérieures à d’autres et constituent, le cas
échéant, leur fin, chacun des organes dont ces fonc-
tions-là relèvent se trouvera dans le même rapport.
Et, troisièmement, l’existence de certains organes est
la conséquence nécessaire de l’existence d’autres or-
ganes.” [2]. Even though the translation of the Greek
word here used (αι πράξεις) may not overlap the exact
meaning of functions, this assertion contradicts the ato-
mistic view of Democritus who claimed that forms as
bodies consist only of elementary particles glued to-
gether.

In this mandatory search for finality, the whole form
of organisms was not always clearly distinguished from
the parts. This has been the role of anatomical works,
which could not avoid the debate about form-function
relationships. The Cetaceans, which are aquatic mam-
mals, constitute a typical example: their fish-like shape
contradicts their internal organization and mode of re-
production. Aristotle’s thought was deeply imprinted
upon Greco-Latin and then Arabic cultures. It was
spread through the Christian world, although banned
by the Roman Church. When in the beginning of the
19th century Georges Cuvier founded comparative
anatomy, and even promoted the comparative approach
in biology, he recognized the debt he owed to Aristotle
in the maturation of his principle of organic correla-
tions: “Tout être organisé forme un ensemble, un sys-
tème unique et clos, dont les parties correspondent mu-
tuellement et concourent à la même action définitive
par une réaction réciproque. Aucune de ces parties ne
peut changer sans que les autres changent aussi ; et
par conséquent, chacune d’elles prises séparément in-
dique et donne toutes les autres.” [15]. Cuvier broke the
circular reasoning about ‘organization’ and the defini-
tion of living beings that was debated during the 18th
century (life is characterized by the faculty of organiza-
tion and so living beings are ‘organized beings’, but
what is ‘organization’?). The comparative method of
Cuvier combines Aristotelian functionalism and the
hierarchic view of organismal composition that the bo-
tanist Antoine-Laurent de Jussieu offered in 1789.
“C’est dans cette dépendance mutuelle des fonctions,
et ce secours qu’elles se prêtent réciproquement, que
sont fondées les lois qui déterminent les rapports de
leurs organes, et qui sont d’une nécessité égale à celle
des lois métaphysiques ou mathématiques : car il est
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évident que l’harmonie convenable entre les organes
qui agissent les uns sur les autres, est une condition
nécessaire de l’existence de l’être auquel ils appartien-
nent, et que si une de ses fonctions étoit modifiée d’une
manière incompatible avec les modifications des autres,
cet être ne pourroit pas exister.” [14]. The Cuvieran
method became a powerful tool to decipher the rules
of organismal construction, and brought to light a do-
main of predictability previously unknown in natural
history. Everybody knows the famous history of the
fragment of fossil skeleton found in the caves of Mon-
tmartre, which Cuvier recognized as belonging to an
opossum, a now tropical animal. However, this tool be-
came in the hands of too powerful a person a real ob-
stacle to understanding a possible change in the rela-
tions among constituent parts of the organism.

2. The transformational perspective
and its difficulty

Since the middle of the 18th century, several at-
tempts have been made to promote the idea that living
forms could have been transmuted during their history.
Buffon, Diderot and, in a more provocative way, Mau-
pertuis and Bonnet went far in their speculations about
a transformational process. The starting point of this
idea was the apparent contradiction revealed by the fact
that the extreme diversity of forms can be reduced to a
few models. It was the value of incipient comparative
anatomy, beginning with Daubenton and Vicq d’Azir,
to have emphasized this contradiction.

“Et si les parties qui différent le plus en apparence
se ressemblaient au fond, ne pourroit-on pas en con-
clure avec plus de certitude qu’il n’y a qu’un ensemble,
qu’une forme essentielle, et que l’on reconnoît partout
cette fécondité de la nature qui semble avoir imprimé à
tous les êtres deux caractères nullement contradic-
toires, celui de la constance dans le type et de la variété
dans les modifications ?” [48].

The philosopher Denis Diderot (1713–1784) was
aware of anatomical works that were undertaken at this
period, and wrote in 1753 this surprising text [18]: “Il
semble que la nature se soit plu à varier le même mé-
canisme d’une infinité de manières différentes. Elle
n’abandonne un genre de productions qu’après en
avoir multiplié les individus sous toutes les faces possi-
bles. Quand on considère le règne animal, et qu’on
s’aperçoit que, parmi les quadrupèdes, il n’y en pas
un qui n’ait les fonctions et les parties surtout inté-
rieures, entièrement semblables à un autre quadrupède,
ne croirait-on pas volontiers qu’il n’y a jamais eu
qu’un premier animal prototype de tous les animaux
dont la nature n’a fait qu’allonger, raccourcir, transfor-
mer, multiplier, oblitérer certains organes, quand on
voit les métamorphoses successives de l’enveloppe du
prototype, quel qu’il ait été, approcher un règne d’un
autre règne par des degrés insensibles, et peupler les
confins des deux règnes (s’il est permis de se servir du
terme de confins où il n’y a aucune division réelle) ; et
peupler, dis-je, les confins des deux règnes, d’êtres in-
certains, ambigus, dépouillés en grande partie des for-
mes, des qualités, des fonctions de l’un, et revêtus des
formes, des qualités, des fonctions de l’autre, qui ne se
sentirait porté à croire qu’il n’y a jamais eu qu’un pre-
mier être prototype de tous les êtres ?”.

Such a view, which is focused on the continuity in
nature (“s’il est permis de se servir du terme de confins
où il n’y a aucune division réelle”), is the direct account
of the debates that occurred in the famous Baron d’Hol-
bach’s ‘salon’, where the Encyclopédie project was first
designed. Leibniz’s claim that nature does not make
leaps and that the power of nature has no limit, was
the heart of these debates. Of course, this thought was
in complete contradiction with the efforts made by the
taxonomists to replace the criteria of arbitrary systems
by a ‘natural order’, which for most of them was sup-
posed to reflect the Creator’s will. In contrast, any clas-
sification is based on a discontinuous conception of the
world, and at the same period Linnaeus founded at once
a principle of classification and a rule for naming spe-
cies that is deeply rooted in an idealistic philosophy.
The 10th edition of his Systema Naturae, in 1758, is
still recognized as the birth for scientific nomenclature,
and even Buffon, who was a critic of Linnaeus, recog-
nized the practical use of a discontinuous system [17].

Another eminent figure of the Enlightenment was
Paul-Louis Moreau de Maupertuis (1698–1759), who
held the illustrious position of president of the Berlin
Academy. He put into circulation the Latin text of a
Dissertatio by a so-called Dr Baumann, which was
printed in French under the title Essai sur la formation
des corps organisés in Berlin and Paris in 1754 (in
[42]). Nobody was fooled by the actual authorship of
this sulphurous booklet, which was later included in the
complete works of Maupertuis and published in 1756
under the title Système de la Nature [42]. In order to
fight the preformationist conception of individual de-
velopment, Maupertuis called attention to the rather
rare case of the occurrence of six digits (polydactyly)
in human beings. After an accurate inquiry in Germany,
and the help of his skill in mathematics, he demon-
strated that this character does not occur in the germ
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but is transmitted as well by maternal as paternal ways,
thus founding the statistical analysis of heredity.
Furthermore, he tried to find the material basis of this
hereditary transmission, and in parallel to Buffon’s the-
ory of ‘molécules organiques’, he proposed his view of
the organism as an aggregation of elementary particles,
triggered by forces analogous to the Newtonian attrac-
tion. Such a conception of ‘organisation’, which recalls
Democritus’s atomism, led directly to materialism and
even atheism on philosophical ground, but also to a
possible transformation of species.

“De deux seuls individus, la multiplication des
espèces les plus dissemblables aurait pu s’ensuivre :
elles n’auraient dû leur première origine qu’à quelques
productions fortuites, dans lesquelles les particules élé-
mentaires n’auraient pas retenu l’ordre qu’elles
tenaient dans les animaux pères et mères : chaque
degré d’erreur fait une nouvelle espèce ; et à force
d’écarts répétés serait venue la diversité infinie des ani-
maux que nous voyons aujourd’hui, qui s’accroîtra
peut-être encore avec le temps, mais à laquelle peut-
être la suite des siècles n’apporte que des accroisse-
ments imperceptibles.” (Système de la Nature, XLIV).

The relation between form and function took on a
peculiar aspect in the works of Julien Offray de La
Mettrie (1709–1751), who was a medical physician.
His Traité de l’âme (1745) [32] and Homme-machine
(1748) [33] are devoted to a vigorous demonstration of
the material basis of what the dualistic views formalized
by Descartes called ‘soul’. “Mais ces philosophes s’en
tenant ainsi à l’écorce des choses, auraient bien peu
examiné la parfaite ressemblance qui frappe les con-
naisseurs, entre l’homme et la bête : car il n’est ici
question que de la similitude des organes des sens, les-
quels, à quelques modifications près, sont absolument
les mêmes, et accusent évidemment les mêmes usages.
Si ce parallèle n’a pas été saisi par Descartes, ni par
ses sectateurs, il n’a pas échappé aux autres Philo-
sophes, et surtout à ceux qui se sont curieusement ap-
pliqués à l’Anatomie comparée” (Traité de l’âme).
Thought, instinct, and even moral sense are products
of a special organ, the brain: “Comme, posées certaines
lois physiques, il n’était pas possible que la mer n’eût
son flux et son reflux, de même certaines lois du mou-
vement ayant existé, elles ont formé des yeux qui ont vu,
des oreilles qui ont entendu, des nerfs qui ont senti, une
langue tantôt capable et tantôt incapable de parler, sui-
vant son organisation ; enfin elles ont fabriqué le vis-
cère de la pensée. La nature a fait dans la machine de
l’homme, une autre machine qui s’est trouvé propre à
retenir les idées et à en faire de nouvelles […] Ayant
fait, sans voir, des yeux qui voient, elle a fait sans pen-
ser, une machine qui pense.” (Traité de l’âme). More
than any philosopher of his time, La Mettrie associated
Materialism with the rejection of teleology in nature.

“Concluons donc hardiment que l’Homme est une
Machine, et qu’il n’y a dans tout l’Univers qu’une seule
substance diversement modifiée” (L’Homme-Machine).

The prospect for transformationism to explain the
diversity of life was thus of the minds in the Enlight-
enment period. However, the explanatory mechanisms
called for were diverse and based only on speculation.

3. From ‘physiology’ to ‘biology’

The rise of new concepts yields the need for new
words, or at least the use of words in a new sense. This
was the case with ‘Physiology’, which lost the initial
meaning of general description of natural phenomena,
when ‘Histoire naturelle’ was promoted by Buffon, to
be restricted to the study of functional aspects of life.
This was already the sense used in medical sciences by
Fernel in the 16th century and for Albrecht von Haller
(1708–1777), there was a place for what he called ‘ana-
tomia animata’ [43]. However, there was no clear defi-
nition of the concept concealed in the word ‘function’.
Xavier Bichat (1771–1802) in his Recherches physiolo-
giques sur la vie et la mort [6] introduced the distinc-
tion between ‘animal’ and ‘organic’ functions, all of
them resisting death in a peculiar balance between the
action of the external world and the reaction of living
matter (“la vie est l’ensemble des fonctions qui résistent
à la mort”). Georges Cuvier began the Leçons d’anato-
mie comparée [14] by a general description of the di-
verse functions that characterize the phenomenon of
life. Then his lessons reviewed the diverse organs that
perform these functions. Such an order emphasizes the
choice of a functionally based analysis of the organism,
following Aristotle’s principle. However, Cuvier’s view
of physiology is quite narrow. The letter to Jean-Claude
Mertrud that precedes the first lesson contains a com-
parison between the physical sciences and life sciences,
which are supposed to be faced with the impossible task
of reducing problems to simple quantified elements, in
contrast to physics and chemistry (the possible influ-
ence of Kant’s views on Newtonian supremacy).
“Toutes les parties d’un corps vivant sont liées ; elles
ne peuvent agir qu’autant qu’elles agissent toutes en-
semble : vouloir en séparer une de la masse, c’est la
reporter dans l’ordre des substances mortes, c’est en
changer entièrement l’essence. Les machines qui font
l’objet de nos recherches ne peuvent être démontées
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sans être détruites ; nous ne pouvons connoître ce qui
résulteroît de l’absence d’un ou de plusieurs de leurs
rouages, et par conséquent nous ne pouvons savoir
quelle est la part que chacun de ces rouages prend à
l’effet total.” The comparison of the diverse associa-
tions of organs disclosed by comparative anatomy is
the only way for physiology to proceed. Such a reduc-
tion of physiology to an ancillary role was sharply cri-
ticized by Claude Bernard (1813–1878) : “…pour sa-
voir quelque chose des fonctions de la vie, il faut les
étudier sur le vivant. L’anatomie ne donne que des
caractères pour reconnaître les tissus, mais elle n’ap-
prend rien par elle-même sur leurs propriétés vitales.
Comment, en effet, la forme d’un élément nerveux nous
indiquerait-elle les propriétés nerveuses qu’il transmet ?
Comment la forme d’une cellule du foie nous montre-
rait-elle qu’il s’y fait du sucre ; comment la forme d’un
élément musculaire nous ferait-elle connaître la con-
traction musculaire ?” [5]. The unfortunate fate of
Antoine-Laurent de Lavoisier (1743–1794), who could
not participate in the rise of modern sciences that oc-
curred at the beginning of the 19th century, had prob-
ably created a time lag in the expansion of experimental
biology.

A tradition now disputed by historiography tells us
that the word ’biology’ itself was simultaneously forged
in 1802 by Treviranus in Germany and by Lamarck in
France. Notwithstanding, it responded to the need to
replace “physiology” and to designate the integrative
view of the life sciences among the sciences that deal
with all natural phenomena [13,43].

4. Experimental biology and the new physiology

The new physiology, devoted to the study of the
‘functioning’ of living beings, had its origin within
the works of chemists trained in the analytic approach.
This was in contrast to the holistic view of Cuvier and
even Lamarck, and was the beginning of a divorce be-
tween naturalistic and experimental life sciences. Infer-
ring function from form, Cuvier was responsible for
some long-held errors. His refusal to accept an auditory
source of the night navigation of the bats is exemplary.
Lazare Spallanzani (1729–1799) performed a series of
remarkable experiments in 1794 to prove that bats
could travel in complete darkness through a net of
threads, even though they were blinded. However, Cu-
vier rejected the hypothesis of an auditory source of
information and proposed a tactile hypothesis, sup-
ported only by the high density of nervous endings in
the wing membranes. The authority of Cuvier was such
that this inference was universally accepted even after
two naturalists, Raymond Rollinat and André Troues-
sart, repeated the Spallanzani experiments in 1900. The
theory of ultrasonic sensory apparatus was elaborated
only after 1920 and demonstrated later.

The birth of modern physiology was narrowly linked
to the rise of modern chemistry, which took place in
France. Around Lavoisier and after him, persons such
as Antoine-François de Fourcroy (1755–1809) Jean-
Antoine Chaptal (1756–1832) and Nicolas-Louis Vau-
quelin (1763–1829) brought out the basis for under-
standing life activities such as respiration, fermentation
and excretion. To study the heat production of living
processes, the astronomer Pierre-Simon de Laplace
(1749–1827) helped Lavoisier to conceive the ice ca-
lorimeter, which was one of the main instruments used
by physiologists in the 19th century. Contrary to Cu-
vier’s assumption, life sciences also needed quantifica-
tion. A coming back to Galileo’s thinking and to the
Cartesian concept of the machine occurred, especially
in Germany where vitalism and Naturphilosophie
dominated the first quarter of the century. In reaction,
as declared defenders of materialism, the German phy-
siologists were also influenced by the works of René
Joachim Dutrochet (1776–1847), who showed that
many chemical and physical phenomena have a pecu-
liar behaviour whenever they are produced within orga-
nised beings. This was the motivation to conceive a
wonderful set of apparatuses especially adapted to de-
monstrate and record diverse living actions. Most of the
research undertaken was then applied to agriculture or
human health. Justus Liebig (1803–1873), Emil Du
Bois Reymond (1818–1896), the inventor of electro-
physiology, and Hermann von Helmholtz (1821–
1894), who studied the motion of the eyes, colour vi-
sion, and acoustics, extensively applied chemistry and
physics to analyse biological properties. Furthermore,
they tried to conciliate the analysis that needs to sepa-
rate phenomena, with the generally accepted Cuvieran
organic correlations. This constraint led to the produc-
tion of non-invasive experimental procedures largely
inspired by the instruments used in physics. This was
the case especially for the studies concerning the di-
verse movements that occur in the living body. The
same measurements as for physical phenomena were
applied to animal systems and more than ever the term
‘animal–machine’ was appropriated. Space, time, and
their derivatives, velocity, acceleration, force and en-
ergy, were then recorded and calculated. Étienne-Jules
Marey (1830–1904) may be placed in the same progres-
sion as the German physiologists. During his whole
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life, he searched for a universal language able to de-
scribe accurately any movement, without any distur-
bance introduced by the observer [40]. This prospect
led him to devise remarkable sets of instruments that,
although technology was then still limited, gave sur-
prisingly precise results, as for instance the curve tra-
cing the ground force reaction on the human foot during
walking [41]. Marey was a physician and he always
relied on his anatomical knowledge, or collaborated
on works on animal physiology with Chauveau, a ve-
terinarian and professor in the Paris Muséum. Of
course, his best-known contributions dealt with loco-
motion, which led him to invent diverse kinds of image
recorders based on photography, from the superim-
posed chronophotograms to the evident ancestors of
the cinematograph. However, Marey was not alone;
he was on the contrary a part of an interdisciplinary
current, comprising physicists, civil engineers, physiol-
ogists, physicians, zoologists, and veterinary surgeons.
In his leçons at the ‘Collège de France’, he declared on
23 March 1867: « Plus on approfondit un point de la
science, plus on lui trouve de connexions avec tous les
autres. Faut-il rappeler les services que la zoologie et
la botanique ont rendus à la géologie, l’utilité de la
chimie et de la physique pour ceux qui cultivent l’ana-
tomie ou la physiologie ? ». This active collaboration
led in 1901 to the publication of the singular volume
called Physique biologique. Modern Biomechanics and
ergonomy, comprising metabolic aspects, is in great
part explained in this work, which unfortunately was
later ignored. When biomechanical approach began to
yield scientific productions, it was only in the medical
domain, to support clinical aspects of surgery and
orthopaedics, without any evolutionary or even com-
parative considerations. When James Gray treated ani-
mal movements in the 1940s, it had only little morpho-
logical basis. Animal Mechanics, by McNeill
Alexander, whose first edition was published in 1968
[1], did not refer to the French school exemplified by
Marey, although Alexander book is exactly in its tradi-
tion; it began a renewal of the comparative approach.

The approach of Claude Bernard was different, as
exhibited by his definition of physiology: “la connais-
sance des causes des phénomènes de la vie à l’état
normal, c’est-à-dire la physiologie, nous apprendra à
maintenir les conditions normales de la vie et à conser-
ver la santé” [4]. He was the instigator of analytical and
directly invasive experiments based on the concept of
‘milieu intérieur’. In contrast to German physiologists
and Marey, Bernard’s work could be described as a
continuation of the humoral medical school; he opened
the reductionist perspective in life sciences. To his eyes,
living forms and their diversity are anecdotic. What is
of interest is the unity of basic functioning. He missed
the evolutionary explanation of diversity, which was
later completely left aside by most medical scientists.

5. Descent with modification, a possible unifying
theory

Indeed, everything should have been different after
the publication in 1859 of Charles Darwin’s Origin of
Species. Darwin placed morphology, the study of form,
at the heart of the biological sciences, although he was
not himself a morphologist. The theory of ‘descent with
modification’ through natural selection might have re-
conciled the observed fact that forms correspond to
functions with the hypothesis of a gradual transforma-
tion over geologic time. He did not notice any contra-
diction between organized function (adaptation) and
species transformation, writing in 1862:

“Although an organ may not have been originally
formed for some special purpose, if it now serves for
this end, we are justified in saying that it is especially
adapted for it. On the same principle, if a man were to
make a machine for some special purpose, but were to
use old wheels, springs, and pulleys, only slightly al-
tered, the whole machine, with all its parts, might be
said to be specially contrived for its present purpose.
Thus throughout nature, almost every part of each liv-
ing being has probably served, in a slightly modified
condition, for diverse purposes, and has acted in the
living machinery of many ancient and distinct specific
forms” [16].

The possible uncoupling of form and function was
more explicitly emphasized by Anton Dohrn in 1875
with the idea of functional substitution, a slow gliding
of an organ from one specified role to another [20].
Several examples of such phenomena when a more ac-
curate knowledge of invertebrate development emerged
in the second half of the 19th century. However, even
before Genetics made its first steps among life sciences,
the processes of natural selection were discarded from
evolutionary mechanisms. Far from the Darwinian cur-
rent, some experimental works tried to place the gen-
eration of form in the context of a direct result of me-
chanical constraints. Raoul Anthony (1874–1941), who
began his career in the ‘Station physiologique’ created
by Marey, demonstrated that the dog’s skull shape is
greatly modified if temporal muscles are extirpated in
puppies. In Germany, W. Roux emphasized the physi-
cal (mechanical) factors in the construction of the or-
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ganism [13]. In his unique 1917 work, On Growth and
Form, D’Arcy Thompson wrote :

“The form, then, of any portion of matter, whether it
be living or dead, and the changes of form which are
apparent in its movements and in its growth, may in all
cases alike be described as due to the action of force. In
short, the form of an object is a ‘diagram of forces’, in
the sense, at least, that from it we can judge of or de-
duce the forces that are acting or have acted upon it”
[47]. Living forms are not distinct from any physical
body, and there is no integration within a functional
net in relation to survival.

On the other hand, morphologists and palaeontolo-
gists who supported evolutionary theory were often
floating between neo-Lamarkian and neo-Darwinian
views, and focused all their interpretations of form in
terms of adaptive features. This trend unfortunately
continued, often lowering studies to an anecdotical le-
vel, as Étienne Rabaud (1942) denounced: « Négligeant
le principe essentiel de la recherche scientifique, qui est
de rassembler tous les faits, d’envisager un problème
sous toutes ses faces, diverses conceptions transfor-
mistes reposent avant tout, sur l’interprétation des for-
mes. Elles admettent que l’organisme entier se résume
dans sa morphologie ; elles croient que la morphologie
donne une vision claire du passé, qu’elle détermine le
mode d’activité, qu’elle s’harmonise au mieux avec
l’habitat, avec les moyens d’existence créés par l’envi-
ronnement. […] Attribuer pareille importance à un seul
des aspects des organismes vivants est sans conteste,
une erreur fondamentale. Avant d’affirmer certains rap-
ports, la prudence élémentaire commande de s’assurer
que ces rapports existent. ».

This is particularly visible in the public galleries of
museums conceived at this time in the United States
under the influence of Henry Fairfield Osborn (1857–
1935). Until around 1940, there was a period of theore-
tical confusion, and Darwinism was a word used (as it
is unfortunately still in journalistic language) in a sense
that is largely contradictory to Darwin’s thought.

Natural selection was reintroduced as a causal factor
when Dobzhansky (Theodosius, 1900–1975) and
Wright (Sewall, 1889–1988) demonstrated that natural
selection could have significant effects in natural popu-
lations [43]. With population genetics, the formulation
of Darwinian theory in terms of population spread
through the life sciences, and a ‘synthetic theory’ could
be framed, uniting zoologists (E. Mayr, J. Huxley), pa-
laeontologists (G. G. Simpson), theoretical population
geneticists (L.S.B. Haldane, R.A. Fisher), and experi-
mental population geneticists (T. Dobzhansky, G. Teis-
sier). In the 1950s, the demonstration of the molecular
basis of genetic information stressed the ‘fully genetic’
solution for any evolutionary question, and molecular
technology cast a strong shadow on all former biologi-
cal disciplines. Organismal study was discarded from
evolutionary topics, in its adult stage as well as in its
developmental aspects [26]. Comparison of morpholo-
gical patterns was regarded as useless in the search for
hypothetical evolutionary processes at the molecular le-
vel. Adaptation was viewed as the effect of natural se-
lection which alters genes frequencies in populations.
The fact that adaptation was automatically derived from
the selection paradigm was however sharply criticized
in 1966 by G.C. Williams [50]. If evolution only in-
volves populations, what is being adapted? What is
the selective unit: individual organisms, species, popu-
lations? Is adaptation a source of innovation or on the
contrary a means to keep what has been acquired?
Furthermore, there was often confusion between adap-
tation as a state and adaptation as an evolutionary pro-
cess [25]. Is every structural feature adaptive in the or-
ganism? A considerable storm arose following
Kimura’s demonstration (1968) that at the molecular
level most modifications have no selective value [30],
and in 1979, the aggressive paper of Gould and Lewon-
tin showing that features considered adaptive may be
the simple results of structural necessity [28]. The word
adaptation itself was banned from some evolutionary
biology papers for a while! In such a debate, what could
be the place for form–function studies?

6. Functional morphology and evolution

We have to return to 1935, when Hans Böker pub-
lished two volumes of his Anatomical Biology [9]. This
work exhibits a wide survey of the morphological fea-
tures that can be related to the daily life of vertebrates;
for instance the shapes of fins, wings, claws, and bills
in relation to feeding and locomotion were catalogued.
This is a direct continuation of Darwin’s famous obser-
vations of the finches in Galapagos Islands. The return
of organismal biology, which operates on phenotypic
features (sensu lato), was based on the view that some
of these features could contribute to final fitness. Not-
withstanding what occurs at the genetic level, natural
selection operates on the individual organism. Bock
and von Walhert [8] forged the term ‘biological role’
to replace ‘action’ and to anchor functional studies in
the evolutionary thought. Other morphologists pro-
posed to recognize functional units within the organ-
ism. This view was specially applied to studies dealing
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with cranial components involved in feeding of mam-
mals (J. Van Der Klaauw), reptiles (P. Dullemeijer),
birds (R. Zusi, W.J. Bock,), and fishes (K. Liem,
J. Osse). Again, the objective was to reconcile the
use, from structural elements, of mechanical analytic
concepts and the engineering experimental approach
with the Darwinian selective process [21]. Musculoske-
letal systems seemed to provide particularly good mod-
els for such studies, because jaws could be seen as di-
rectly involved in chewing and food processing, every
action of which could be assigned to the means of or-
ganismal survival. The postorbital ligament of birds in-
terpreted in relation to bill mechanics and food proces-
sing was an illuminating example [7,19]. The same
reasoning may be applied to the limbs and vertebral
column in relation to locomotion. Furthermore, these
systems exhibit evident mechanical analogies to which
they can be reduced, as already shown by Leonardo Da
Vinci, Claude Perrault, and Giovanni Borelli [10].
However, there is no guarantee that such functional
units represent actual selective units. Such studies led
to ecological considerations. They need data from the
field to specify the exact use of structures in the daily
life of individuals [3]. However, although the term was
created by Haeckel, as a discipline ecology has not
been much concerned with evolution since its begin-
nings. Dealing with relations between living species
and their biotic and physical surrounding, most of the
methods and concepts used by ecologists do not incor-
porate the long time scale of evolution and the diachro-
nic processes involved in species transformation, but on
the contrary are focused on the search for static equili-
brium conditions. Even the central concept of the eco-
system does not involve the evolution of species. This
is in contrast with the fact that such ecological factors
as predation, resource levels, and reproductive poten-
tials are evident components of the selective forces. A
huge leap was achieved when R.H. MacArthur and
E.O. Wilson published in 1967 their Theory of Island
Biogeography [39]. This book had an influence beyond
the community of ecologists. Although the approach is
limited to the mathematical model applied to a study
case, it opens ecology to microevolutionary processes
disclosed with population fragmentation and biogeogra-
phy to historical geological events. Using one of the
means explored by Darwin (geographical distribution
of species), especially based on the natural experiments
offered by islands, these authors created the basis for
‘evolutionary’ ecology. The diverse levels of integra-
tion and historical factors were now included into po-
pulation dynamics and its genetic basis to understand
observed diversity of life forms. Evolutionary Ecology,
the classic book that Eric Pianka published a little later,
includes a chapter on ‘ecological physiology’, showing
that there were no more obstacles to integrating the
daily performance of essential functions into the frame
of transformational thinking [45]. In 1986, Harry W.
Greeene wrote: “Behavior thus serves as a functional
couple between the structural features of an organism
and its environment, and must be a component in the
complete evolutionary analysis of form.” [29]. The con-
cept of design was introduced to specify a structural
element that performs one or more mechanical func-
tions [27,49]. This is partly a non-historical concept,
because it does not refer to the selective effect of fea-
tures, otherwise difficult to test in long life time organ-
isms as vertebrates [34]. However, it has the merit of
indicating that the first step in the analysis of biological
phenomena consists of an accurate use of physical
rules. To reach evolutionary meaning, functional ap-
proaches need to be tested by independently obtained
phylogenetic data [44]. There were of course dangerous
and recurrent pitfalls on the way. The first one is Aris-
totle’s ghost: teleology, when organs or characters are
considered as the result of an obligatory trend toward
the recent biological role, for instance feathers consid-
ered as strictly designed for flight. The second one is
the frequent occurrence of convergent transformation
due to the limited solutions offered by physical laws
to functional questions. ‘Functional morphology’ was
introduced to specify that this new approach within
the frame of evolutionary biology is not the peripheral
field of amateurs coming from ecology or palaeontol-
ogy. Functional morphology is a distinct interdisciplin-
ary science that needs to be practiced with accuracy,
using a large range of techniques, some of them bor-
rowed from physiology or engineering, but dealing with
evolutionary questions that are also addressed by other
biological approaches [22,23,31]. When a new edition
of Russell’s classic Form and Function [46] was pub-
lished in 1982, George Lauder wrote an Introduction
that constitutes one neo-adaptationist program for func-
tional morphology, and a clear balance to the anti-adap-
tationist dogmatism that followed the ‘San Marco’ pa-
per. With the authority of his own works bearing on
food acquisition and locomotion in fishes, he demon-
strated how a new insight into the evolutionary path-
ways taken by an organ’s system could be obtained
by a thoroughly conducted study within a monophyletic
line [35,36]. Thus, although functional studies do not
have the objective of producing phylogeny, they can
participate in the debate by providing the physical lim-
its for any transformation, and the polarity of charac-
ters, their redundancy or their homoplasic nature. In
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some case, experimental study of function may disclose
unsuspected characters to be taken into account in a
phylogenetic context [37].

Probably owing to anthropocentrism, most morpho-
functional studies have been carried out on vertebrates,
first in the human being, horse and domestic animals
close to man, then on general questions involving a
comparative survey, for instance, the feeding processes
of fishes, the bill shape of birds and modes of locomo-
tion [12]. The huge world of arthropods did not receive
much consideration, nor did soft-bodied animals pos-
sessing hydrostatic skeletons. In comparison, plants
are neglected, especially those that produce no wood.
However, vertebrates are not the best candidates for
evolutionary morphofunctional studies. How can the
effect of a peculiar functional feature on fitness (differ-
ential reproductive success) be measured in species that
have generally a so long life span relative to our own?
What is heritable in a functional complex? Unfortu-
nately there is no vertebrate comparable to the fruit
fly which has been so precious to geneticists. Among
some tests, we may quote Lande and Arnold [34], who
applied quantitative genetics to evaluate the fitness of
snakes, and Losos [38], who tested biomechanical pre-
dictions about morphological proportions in a set of
lizard species, within the Anolis radiation in the Wes-
tern Indies, using statistical analysis of jumping and
running performance related to body segment propor-
tions, removing the effect of size. In any case, the con-
clusion stressed the fact that results concern only the
clade in which the study was carried out, revealing
the danger of inductive generalization [24]. This is also
the proof that phylogeny, that is historical transforma-
tion, introduces many other factors than simple form-
function relationships, such as for instance contingency.

7. Conclusion

There is no further need to demonstrate that organ-
isms cannot escape physical rules, either in their pro-
cess of construction (morphogenesis) or in their actions
(life history). However, their structural organization has
recorded past states of their lineage, including the ‘blue-
print’ of their most remote ancestors. Sometimes evolu-
tionary ‘innovations’ are only tinkering using the pre-
existing material through a shift in function. Compro-
mises are mandatory between what has been called
structural and historical constraints [11]. The present
state of any extant organism is an overall adaptation,
that is to say the capability to produce a new generation
(to transmit its genes). This state consists of a fragile
balance that was called ‘optimisation’, a concept that
must be taken in a relative sense [27]. For all the rea-
sons given above, any morphofunctional study has to
specify the levels of integration checked (molecular,
cellular, organismic), the phylogenetic hypothesis taken
as reference, the life history traits that constitute the
selective regime (sensu Baum and Larson) [4].

The task of functional morphology is not so easy in
regard to the strong reluctance of some phylogeneticists
to support the idea that functional features could be of
interest in building evolutionary classifications. Consid-
ering recent trends in phylogenetic research, one could
even ask if form in living beings is still taken into ac-
count. The use of computerized matrix of characters
taken all over literature necessitates the control of dis-
parate data and finally the return to a whole organism
view. Due to the usual habit of putting everything into
labelled boxes, functional morphology has had little
success in the institutional framework. This has been
especially true in France, although some research
groups have operated in this domain, generally known
more at the international than the national level.

Furthermore, the practice of this way of research
needs at once great skill in morphology, some knowl-
edge of physics, and an up-to-date view in evolutionary
biology, which are nowadays rarely associated in aca-
demic training. However, the huge expansion of devel-
opmental biology, of evolutionary ecology, and even of
molecular genetics has revealed the need to return to a
more accurate knowledge of all the phenotypic features
of the individual life, a view of the organism seen from
its diverse levels of integration and along its lifespan.
Experimental results obtained from a limited number of
species models (selected laboratory animals) now have
to be questioned in the perspective of the diversity of
biological forms, requiring accurate comparative stu-
dies of wild related species, within a well-known phy-
logenetic framework. The demand for morphofunc-
tional data is more and more visible from diverse
domains, as fundamental as palaeontology, or as ap-
plied as robotics or human medicine.
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